Thank you to all of our generous donors. We wouldn’t be where we are without you. Please find the complete donor honor roll online.
A MESSAGE FROM THE INTERIM PRESIDENT

DEAR LOYOLANS,

I am pleased to share this year’s annual report on the state of the University with you.

Our enrollments continue to be strong, with 16,437 students enrolled this fall—an all-time high for University enrollment. The new Engineering Science program launched this semester with 35 freshmen, and other new programs include a partnership with Universidad Loyola Andalucía in Spain, the associate degree program through Arrupe College, and growth in our online programs to the extent that Loyola is now the second-largest deliverer of online degree programs among all 28 Jesuit universities in the US. This year we made important progress in the area of retention, with a freshman retention rate of 86 percent (our best in three years) and a transfer retention rate of 80 percent (our best in 25 years). This semester we also saw a 44 percent increase in African-American freshmen students over last year, and a 7.9 percent increase in students of color in our total undergraduate population over last year. These figures are important as we seek to continually recruit and retain a diversity of talented, motivated students here at Loyola.

We continue to enjoy a strong financial performance. In the fiscal year that ended June 30, 2015, the University generated an operating surplus of $39 million and an overall increase in net assets of $10 million. Funds from the operating surplus were allocated to fund scholarships and attract talented faculty to Loyola with endowed professorships as well as toward future debt repayments, capital projects, and to establish quasi-endowments. Our endowment value is relatively consistent with last year at approximately $540 million due to an overall 0.3 percent market return in fiscal year 2015. The University spent approximately $128 million on capital expenditures, primarily related to the construction of the Center for Translational Research and Education (CTRE) on the Health Sciences campus (opening in spring 2016) and on the Schreiber Center, which was dedicated this fall and houses the Quinlan School of Business on the Water Tower Campus. In September, we hosted General Colin L. Powell (USA) Ret. at the Schreiber Center Grand Opening with nearly 500 dinner guests and raised over $300,000 toward student scholarships.

The completion of the Re-Imagine Campaign and the Schreiber Center, along with many other academic initiatives, heralded the successful conclusion of the University’s 2009–14 strategic plan. The new plan, “Plan 2020: Building a More Just, Humane, and Sustainable Future” was approved by the University’s Board of Trustees at their June meeting and we have already made progress toward our institutional priorities as detailed in the plan. You can learn more about Plan 2020 online at LUC.edu/strategicplanning.

We continue to focus on fundraising to help us meet the financial needs of our students and the goals we have set for ourselves in Plan 2020. During fiscal year 2015, the University achieved $30 million in fundraising progress from 11,000 gifts. We also benefitted from the generous support of alumni, friends, and donors who supported the annual Stritch Dinner in November at the Field Museum, which raised $450,000 for student scholarships. Our top fundraising priorities continue to be our campaigns for student scholarships, the Quinlan School of Business, the Gannon Center for Women and Leadership, and the John Felice Rome Center, as well as an update to the Special Collections at the University Libraries. To learn more about these efforts, please visit LUC.edu/giving.

Thank you for your continued support of Loyola. I wish you and yours a Happy New Year.

Sincerely,

John P. Pelissero, PhD
INTERIM PRESIDENT
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY CHICAGO
2015 AT A GLANCE

Fiscal year ending June 30, 2015

ENROLLMENT

16,437

TOTAL (2015–16)

2,194

FRESHMEN

11,079

TOTAL UNDERGRADUATE

RANKINGS

OVERALL RANK

TOP 100 NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

U.S. News & World Report

AFFORDABILITY

24%

Nearly one out of four Loyola undergraduates qualify for need-based Pell Grants.

TUITION-FINANCED AID

FISCAL 2015

$142.4 (in millions)

TARGETED CAMPAIGNS

ACCESS TO EXCELLENCE: THE CAMPAIGN FOR SCHOLARSHIPS
LUC.EDU/SCHOLARSHIPCAMPAIGN

ACHIEVED

$65.24 M

GOAL

$80 M

82%

QUINLAN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
LUC.EDU/QUINLANCAMPAIGN

ACHIEVED

$71.1 M

GOAL

$100 M

71%

GANNON CENTER FOR WOMEN AND LEADERSHIP
LUC.EDU/GANNON

ACHIEVED

$2.07 M

GOAL

$10 M

21%

THE CAMPAIGN FOR THE JOHN FELICE ROME CENTER
LUC.EDU/AVANTI

ACHIEVED

$1.02 M

GOAL

$6 M

17%

As of November 30, 2015

FINANCES

(In millions)

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

OPERATIONS

ENDOWMENT VALUE

FISCAL 2015

REVENUES $559.0
EXPENSES $520.2
RESULT $38.9

FISCAL 2015

$541.7

As of November 30, 2015
I

gnatius Loyola was born in 1491 in Northern Spain. As the first General of the Society of Jesus, he composed thousands of letters to those following in his mission of educating youth, ministering to the sick, and serving the greatest needs of society. By 1773, his legacy had created more than 700 schools and 175 seminaries throughout the world. Today, millions of people from all corners of the globe are educated and have served in the Jesuit tradition that he established. Loyola referred to himself as a pilgrim, and he will forever be known for pioneering the vision for the Society of Jesus.

* Deceased member

The Founders’ Circle, Loyola University Chicago’s most prestigious giving society, honors the men and women who have made philanthropic gifts totaling more than $100,000 to our University. These men and women have helped to carry on the work of these Jesuit founders.

IGNATIUS LOYOLA SOCIETY

Cumulative gifts of $1 million or more

Joan and Eugene* Amoroso (BS ’57)
Earl Bane*
Kathleen* and Bernard* Beazley (JD ’50)
Carolyn* and James* Beck
Robert Buehler*
Dorothy (MUND ’62) and Michael Carbon, MD (BS ’62)
Norma* and Bruce* Carroll (MD ’44)
The Caveney Family
Maud* and John* Clarke
Loretta and William* Cleary (BS ’50) / Jones & Cleary Roofing & Sheet Metal Fund
Nancy and Frank Considine (PhB ’43)
Linda (BS ’75, MA ’77) and Kevin Conway (BA ’73, JD ’76)
Barbara and John Cooney (JD ’79)
Loretta (JD ’77) and Robert Cooney (JD ’78)
Mary Dempsey and Philip Corboy* (JD ’49)
Rosemary and John Croghan (BS ’52)
Barbara (BS ’64, MED ’72) and Eugene Croisant (BBA ’59, MSIR ’66)
The Crown Family
Herta Cuneo
John Cuneo
Jeanne and William Dale
Lenore* and Keith* DeLashmutt (JD ’51)
James DePauw*
Mary Jane* and Michael* DiCosola (MD ’42)
Willouise Donovan* (BA ’39)
Sally and James* Dowdle
Judith and Richard Duchossois
Vincent J. Galante* (MD ’43)
Carol and Joseph* Gentile (PhB ’48)
Nancy and Alvin Gorman
Joan Los Hank (BS ’54) and William J. Hank
Jane* and John* Igi (MD ’47)
Hollye (BSN ’97, MSW ’06) and Jeffrey Jacobs (JD ’74)
Adelaide* (MUND ’34) and Carroll* Johnson, DDS
Mignon Johnson*
Barbara and John* Keeley Jr.
Constance and Dennis Keller
Donald P. and Byrd M. Kelly Family Foundation
Mary Anne Kirchschlager*
Nancy W. Knowles
Cornelia Kulicek*
Rosemary* (MUND ’54) and Richard* Leach (BA ’48)

Jennifer Leischner Litowitz (JD ’94) and Alec N. Litowitz
Evelyn* and Anthony* Majer
Carolina Panerai Mandel*
Carol and Lucian* Matusak (BA ’43, MD ’46)
Barry McCabe
Foster McGaw*
Concetta Ann* and Paul* Mooney (MED ’57)
Therese* and John* Mulcahy
Joan and John* Mullins (BSC ’48)
Walter Neiswanger* (MD ’52)
Marcella* and Conrad* Niehoff
Alice* and Allan Norville (BS ’60)
Marie Agnes O’Neill*
Robert Otremba* (BS ’49, MS ’63)
Elizabeth (BS ’75) and Robert Parkinson Jr. (BBA ’73, MBA ’75)
Richard A. Perritt Charitable Foundation
Susan and Joseph Power Jr. (JD ’77)
Marilyn and Michael Quinlan (PhB ’67, MBA ’70)
Christine and David* Rammler, PhD (BS ’51)
Arthur Rubloff*
Vincent* and Frances* Russo
Mary and William Ryan
Kathleen Egan Schreiber (MUND ’70) and John Schreiber (BBA ’58)
Trust Under the Will of John G. Searle / Searle Family Trust
Michael and Nynthia Searle
William G. and Marilyn M.* Simpson
Claire* and Albert* Speh
Katheryn H. (BS ’32, MWS ’38) and Thomas J.* Stamm (BA ’26, MD ’46)
Cynthia Hank Stark and Paul Stark
Jean and Michael Sullivan (BSC ’61)
Jeanne (MSW ’76) and Joseph* Sullivan
John (BSC ’59) and Terese Mulkern Terry (BS ’59)
Judith and Robert* Van Kampen
Jean* and Charles* Walgreen Jr.
Patricia (MSW ’97) and Daniel Walsh (JD ’74)
Dorothy Weil*
Denise DeBartolo York and John York II (MD ’74)
John Zukowski*
Francis Xavier, born in Spain in 1506, is considered the greatest missionary since the time of the Apostles. In just 10 years after joining Ignatius Loyola in creating the Society of Jesus, Xavier traveled to Italy, France, Spain, Portugal, India, Japan, and the Philippines to establish educational institutions rooted in the Jesuit mission. He embodied the youthful spirit and idealism of the Jesuit order.

FRANCIS XAVIER SOCIETY

Cumulative gifts of $500,000 to $999,999

Patrick Arbor (BSC ’58)
Fern Asma (MD ’46)
Margaret Baima* (MD ’47)
Helen Balling*
Joyce Barry* (MUND ’55)
Paul Begich* (BSC ’55)
Melvin R. and Randy Lamm Berlin (JD ’91)
Bernard Brennan* (PhB ’37)
Mildred (BS ’49, MEd ’54) and Joseph Brodner
Jacob Brotman* (MD ’33)
Ethel Burns* (BA ’55)
Mary Isabelle Caestecker*
Audree* and Donald* Casey (MD ’43)
James King Lee Choy* (MD ’37)
Joanne Cipolla
Marie (MA ’56) and James* Cowhey (BS ’55)
Mark Daniels* (DDS ’46)
Arthur Davis Jr.* (MSIR ’71)
Evelyn Dyba*
Edward Egan* (MD ’21)
Mary Anne English*
Joseph and Bessie Feinberg Foundation
Lee and Charles* Finkl
Dorothy* and Stephen* Frawley
Helen Galvin*
Dorothy* and John* Gornley
Rosemary* and John* Grant (MD ’43)
Rolf M. Gunnar, MD and Family
Pamela and George Hamel Jr.
Arthur Marc Harris*
Susanna Hayes, PhD (JFRC ’62-’63, BS ’64)
Judith and Marvin Herb
Marie Herzog* (MUND ’62)
May Weber, MD* and Gerald M. Hoffman, PhD
Heidi and Peter Huizenga
Virginia* and Robert* Joyce
John Jozwiak* (BA ’50, JD ’54)
Peter M. Kelliher Sr.*
Lois* and William* Knapp (MD ’46)
Shirley* and William Koloseike (BSC ’51)
The Wing-Tat Lee* Family
Roxanne and Rocco Martino (MBA ’78)
Carrie Miller*
Walter Mullady* (BS ’26)
Genevieve* and Peter* Nelson (MD ’26)

Robert Parrillo
Virginia Piper*
John Rosich* (BSC ’30)
Mary* and Anthony* Rudis
Erica and James Sandiner (BBA ’61)
Helen and Jack Schwartz
Frederick Selfridge* (MD ’46)
Eleonore* (MUND ’36) and Vincent* Skowronski
Marcia Friedell-Smith (JD ’78) and Todd Smith (JD ’76)
Irene Sheehan-Snider, MD* and Thomas Snider* (MD ’51)
Mary Josephine Stack* (MA ’50)
Joan Steinbrecher* (MED ’64, PhD ’80)
Lucille* and Orion* Stutenville
Connie* and Bolton* Sullivan
Martin Svaglic* (BA ’38, MA ’40)
Alma* and Joseph* Verhaag (MD ’28)
Carol Vining*
Kathleen and Charles Walgreen III
Rita Walsh* (MD ’50)
Viola Ward* (BS ’35, MSW ’42)
Laura and Dan Webb (JD ’70)
Rosemarie* (PhB ’40) and Glennn* Wessies
Elise* and Eugene* Weyer
Charles Whittingham (BS ’51)
Dahlia* and Louis* Zale Sr. (PhB ’48)
Dorothy Wood Zietz* (MSW ’46)
Born in 1506, Peter Faber grew up as a shepherd in the French Alps. He was held in high esteem by his peers for his profound knowledge and gentle sanctity and was the first of the companions to be ordained a priest. He was known as a great listener and was called upon to serve as a counselor, and he became an effective preacher and giver of the “Jesuit Spiritual Exercises.”

**Peter Faber Society**

Cumulative gifts of $100,000 to $499,999

- Vincent Accardi*
- John Adank*
- Adreani Foundation
- Reva and Seymour Alban (MD '46)
- Alberta and William Aldinger
- Margaret and William Allen III
- Carmelo Andolina* (MD '41)
- William Angust* (BS '53, MD '56)
- Lanette* and Thomas Anton
- Anthony Anzalone* (JD '40)
- Carol* and Howard Arons (MBA '76)
- Helen* (BS '55) and John* Ayres
- Eva Bading, MD
- Rose and Steven Bagby
- Gloria and Francis Banich (BS '54, MD '57)
- M. Rita (BSC '58) and John Barnett (BSC '51)
- Evelyn* and William* Barnett Sr. (JD '41)
- Barrett Charitable Foundation
- The Alben F. and Clara G. Bates Foundation
- Ann* and Alvin* Baum
- Jennifer and Aaron Berk
- Pamela and Harlan J. Berk
- Micki* and Joseph* Bernstein (JD '35)
- Walter Bielawski* (BS '50, MBA '72)
- Jose Biller, MD (MRES '80)
- Mary Jo and James Bolan (MD '61)
- Mary Jane and James Boris
- Georgia* and Leonard* Borland (DDS '34)
- Carolyn and James Bouchard (BBA '84)
- Edna Bowens* (JD '30)
- Patricia Bugelas-Brandt and William Brandt Jr.
- Debra and James J. Brasher (BBA '75)
- Thomas Brisch*
- Virginia* (MUND '39) and Robert* Broderick
- Mary Ryan Buddig (JD '84) and Robert Buddig
- Sheila Burns* (BS '63)
- Anthony Caine
- David Callaghan*
- Kim and John Callaghan (MD '78)
- Helen and Ronald* Callahan (JD '51)
- Jayne Campbell* (PhB '69)
- Catherine Cashman* (MUND '49, MEd '54)
- L. Alice Chiang
- Joan and Robert Clifford
- Jane* and John Colavincenzo (MD '47)
- Richard Colburn
- Glenna Collins*
- Margaret Conley* (MD '59)
- Bernard Conway* (JD '50)
- William Conway* (MD '58)
- Anna Coughlin* (PhB '33)
- Patricia* and Frank M.* Covey Jr. (BS '54, JD '57)
- Joan Cramer* (BSN '85)
- Patricia Crowley*
- Elizabeth* and Edward* Cudahy
- Becky D’Angelo (MUND '30)
- Timothy (MBA '71) and Jacqueline Danis
- Catherine and Hanley Dawson III
- Ruth* and Thomas* Dean
- Catherine and Edward Denten (BSC '54)
- John Devery* (JD '28)
- Nelyon Dewson*
- Jean and William Divane Jr.
- Sandra (BS '92, MEd '94) and William Dobozi (MD '73)
- Richard Dolezal* (PhD '66)
- Thomas Dooly* (MD '51)
- Mary Shirley* and Carl* Dorfler (BSC '49)
- Patricia and Joseph* DuCanto
- Rita Dukette*
- Gerard Egan (BA '53, MA '59, PhD '69)
- Edward W. Elliott Jr.
- Deborah and Mark Essig (BBA '81)

* Deceased member

William Fahey
- Elizabeth and Bernard Farkas (MSW '62)
- George Fawcett Jr.* (JD '53)
- Mary Kate (JFRC '63-'64) and John* Felice (MA '72)
- Virginia (BBA '76) and Royal Fisher
- Robert Flanagan, MD and Joan Chiaviello
- Kathryn Flanner*
- Margo (BA '74) and David Fowler (BBA '71)
- Elaine and Zollie* Frank
- Ruth and Robert* Frearck
- Gary David Friedman* (JD '62)
- Judith Froehlich Klumat (BS '69, MD '73, MRES '76) and Michael Klumat (MD '73, MRES '78)
- Helmuth Fuchs, PhD (BS '62)
- Maureen and William Gallagher
- Isabel* and Robert* Gallagher
- Mary and Robert* Galvin
- Dr. Richard L. Gamelli and Mary C. Gamelli
- Ethel Geiger*
- Glenn Gentile
- The Hon. Susan Getzendanner (BBA '66, JD '66) and Stanton Kessler
- Alexander J. Ghanayem, MD and Patrice E. Ghanayem
- Marie (BBA '87) and Raymond Ginther
- Amy Glaister* (JD '39)
- Jean* and Louis Glunz III, PhD (BS '51)
- Rose* and John* Goedert (BA '35, JD '40)
- Eileen and Leonard* Golan
- David Goldman*
- Jennifer and Isaac Goldman
- James Gonner* (MD '44)
- Mary (MUND '43) and R. James* Gornley
- Myrtle Gould* (BSN '55, MSN '61)
- Emilia* and James Gowan
- Joan Grabenstetter (MD '75)
- Helen (BSN '63) and Elliot* Grace
- Joseph Grady* (BA '28, JD '32)
- Ellen Sue and Michael Greco
- Regina Gruss* (PhB '50)
- Debra and Jordan Hadelman
- Beatrice* (MA '36) and Patrick* Haggerty
-Janice and Robert Hammersmith
- Ruth Hamper*
- Marian Haney (BS '66, MBA '71, JD '74) and Paul Murphy (BBA '69)
- Susan Marzec Hannigan (JFRC '76-'77, BA '77) and James Hannigan Jr., MD (JFRC Spring '77, BS '77)
- Kathryn Harding* (MUND '36)
- Charlotte* and Bernard* Harris (BSC '37)
- Mary Kate* and Kathryn Hartigan
- Thomas W. Havel (BSC '45)
- Leon Hayes* (BS '59)
- Ramona Hayes Healy*
- Eileen Kamerick and Victor Heckler (BS '64, MA '67, PhD '70)
- Helen Heerey* (MSW '39)
- Beatrice Heimerdinger* (MEd '64)
- Liselotte Herman*
- Kathleen and Charles Hewell (BS '80, MD '84)
- Margaret Ann and Todd Hewell (BS '75, MD '78, MRES '85)
- Janice* and William* Hines (JD '48)
- Nancy (PhD '87) and Frank Hogan III (BS '59, MEd '80)
- Diane and Michael Hora (MBA '72)
- Huang Hseuh-Chin
- Becky and Christopher Hurley (JD '84)
- Mary* (MA '56) and John* Huston, MD
- Margaret Hycner-Nealon*
- Legoria and Robert* Hynes (BS '65, JD '69)
- Patricia and Donald Izbai (BS '54)
- Katherine Janega (JD '77) and Gerald Keenan
- Jerome Janiec* (BSC '53)
- Loretta Jans*
- Chester Kasbeer
- Christina Johnson-Wolff (BA '72) and Richard Wolff
- Olinda Young and Martin Johnson, MD
- Elizabeth Joyce*